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Springer Nature is a leading academic and educational publisher serving the needs of researchers, students, 
teachers and professionals around the world. It is Springer Nature’s mission to help the community to 
discover, learn and achieve more. We serve this cause by making knowledge accessible across our three 
business areas of Research, Education and Professional.

PRE 1996
Springer and Nature established as 
internationally recognised publishers  
of high quality scientific journals
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Springer’s global online platform  
expanded with strong focus on  
commercial strategies and innovation
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Springer Nature
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TIMELINE

PROFESSIONAL
Advancing Achievement

Delivering information, publications 
and services for professionals in 
medicine, engineering, technology, 
business, automotive, transport 
and road safety education.

EDUCATION
Advancing Learning

Supporting students, teachers 
and institutions by providing 
high quality content for language 
learning, schools and international 
curriculum and higher education.

RESEARCH
Advancing Discovery

Publishing robust and insightful 
research, supporting the development 
of new areas of knowledge and 
making ideas and information 
accessible around the world. Highly 
respected brands, including Nature 
Research and added value offering.

■	 Research
■	 Education
■	 Professional71%

17%

12%•  Formed in 2015 through the merger of Macmillan Science  
& Education and Springer Science+Business Media.

• Main shareholders: Holtzbrinck Publishing Group, BC Partners.
• Around 13,000 employees, with offices in more than 50 countries.
• Globally operated, registered office in Berlin, Germany. 
• Revenue: €1.64 billion (2017).
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SharedIt: first major publisher to allow authors to share 
links to their research via the web, email, social media. Links 
accessed more than 3.2 million times in its first year – once 
every 10 seconds.

Bookmetrix: allows researchers and librarians  
to track usage of books and chapters. Used  
more than 10 million times in 2016. 

SciGraph: a pioneering new linked  
open data aggregator, tracking  
over a billion data points and  
making it easier to analyse  
information related to  
research publications.

Each year we:

Handle more than 1 million submissions.

Publish around 300,000 articles with 1 million 
corresponding authors across almost  

3,000 journals and 13,000 books.

Nature Masterclasses provides  
training in scientific writing  

and publishing delivered  
by Nature editors.

We are the largest  
open access research  
publisher and home  
to Scientific Reports,  
the world’s largest open  
access journal.

In 2017, we published more  
than 90,000 articles open access  
(incl. pure and hybrid) – these are  
instantly accessible from the point  
of publication.

Last year, our content platforms were  
visited almost 2 million times per day.

We work with a  
network of more than  

700,000 peer reviewers  
and continuously invest  
and innovate to find the  

most appropriate process  
for the communities we serve. 

Our new submission system has  
reduced author submission time by over  

50% – saving authors over 100,000 hours.
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Share and amplify: we make sure our articles, 
books and databases can be discovered, accessed, 
understood, used, re-used and shared, and act as 
springboards for new discoveries.

Produce and distribute: we ensure the necessary 
rights and permissions are in place, that the 
research is presented in the best way, using the 
most suitable formats, and that it reaches all 
relevant audiences.

Develop knowledge: we help researchers uncover 
new ideas and findings and apply them in their 
thinking and collaborations to drive new discoveries.

Qualify and enhance: we make sure all research 
we publish is significant, robust and stands up to 
objective scrutiny.
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CONTACT
UK: Thea Sherer, Head of Group Communications
+44 (0) 207 843 4703  thea.sherer@springernature.com

Germany: Kerstin Mork, Corporate Communications 
+49 (0) 30 827 87 5110  kerstin.mork@springernature.com

RESEARCH BUSINESS: Advancing Discovery 

Springer Nature is advancing discovery by publishing robust and insightful research, supporting the 
development of new areas of knowledge, responding to the needs of the research community and making 
ideas and information accessible around the world. Our research publications include the respected Nature 
Research portfolio and related services designed to serve the research community. We want to make a 
difference to science, by improving the publishing process. We work to:


